
Who is the global architect? Is he or she a single, dominant designer or a multi-layered collaboration between teams 
and partners? Is the archistar phenomenon the effect of a new professional practice, or just a fashionable attempt to 
regain glamour for a design world whose boundaries are more and more blurred by the current flows of multi-media 
propositions that underpin building politics and that architecture is asked to reproduce? The position of the session’s 
proponents is to challenge the claims of the “master” designer as sole creator, branding his/her own name as a 
precocious achievement of modernist culture. The session proposes a redefinition of the position of the designer within 
his/her professional environment and a better understanding of how collaborative design has worked in the past. The 
focus is on the web of relationships that constitute the work of architecture and planning.
How do architects work with their partners, associates and studio assistants? How do ideas pass around the studio, 
between the word and the pencil? In many cases, we have no way of tracking the flow of ideas between collaborators, but 
occasionally history has left us with clues to this process, in the form of plentiful drawings and documentary or verbal 
accounts. The session encourages examples from different geographical areas, based on solid evidence coming from 
documentation that assesses roles, gender frames, family or group exchanges on a transnational dimension. Examples 
may include models of equal or unequal partnership; teamwork related to specific professional occasions such as 
competitions; spousal teams; renewed practices after interruptions. Cases where architects’ collaborators changed, and 
the effect this may have had on the practice would be particularly insightful. Also welcomed are papers that redefine 
how partnership modified professional practice with the invention of shared attitudes, new modes of expression and a 
different representation of roles.
There is an interesting strand of master/assistant typologies in collaboration, some related to the genetic process (for 
example, hand/idea, rough sketch/measured drawing, plan/perspective), some determined by skills and specialization 
in different fields, some more in the world of construction such as client/builder/craftsman. More than to determine an 
inventory of practices, the session seeks to give an account of the diversity of professional practice in twentieth-century 
architecture and planning and to bring to light those individuals that have remained very much overshadowed by the 
course of their own history and the narrative of architectural historians.

Architects and Co-operation
Bernardina Borra — Berlage Institute and Faculty of Architecture of Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
Taking distance from the actual Archistar world-race architects have a chance to redefine their profession, and come 
to aid to overcome contemporary capitalist limits to economic and (re)productive life. By a different understanding of 
our profession architects can assist collective actions, self-direction, and struggles  to bridge the actual civic situation 
towards a different order. Architects, might engage into a more supportive role within society by co-operation, effacing 
the figure of “master” designer as sole creator. 
The paper will attempt to critically retrieve from Hannes Meyer’s legacy on Co-op design the professionality and tools 
needed in todays society to overarch neoliberalism. 
Within modernist culture H. Meyer can be seen as paradigmatic in the strive to establish co-operation from a political 
category to a design tool. His work can be regarded as harbinger in our profession, in particular to put into crisis the 
cognitive status of autonomous vision and the centered self.  This is a key concept to outline the potential of our profes-
sion today, as well as to understand the multitude  in its actual status and possible future developments.
Meyer deconstructs the work of architecture into its material determinants and the social conditions of its making, for 
him architecture tries to disappear. In Meyer’s time - and even more in ours-  this entails aknowledging that design 
is collaborative  and our profession is based on appropriation/re-appropriation and signification of existing and pre-
existing built matter in the city. The professional task is designing the use and the meaning of the city rather than 
exclusively focussing on form tout court. Viz reorganizing an organized form of existence by collaborating with citizens.
This can be initiated along with other professionals, and architects can directly engage with citizens providing together the 
conditions to both share and shape collective interests. Consequently citizens could redeem a subject-object relationship, 
and regain on the one hand the agency to affect and on the other the capacity to be affected by their space and environment. 
Such process would be a reappropriation of a relationship to the city, recovering from its alienation. Eventually it casts a 
new light for a possibility to shape an active sense of civicness that has a two ways relationship to spatial issues. 
This means to achieve not a transposal of an already constituted meaning that exist outside and before architecture and 
planning into built matter. Rather an organization of process, a set of operations, a co-production of certain effects not 
available without design performance.
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Oskar Stonorov’s idea of architecture as an “Art of Togetherness” (1920s-1940s)
Gaia Caramellino — Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Trained in Europe with experienced modernists such as Moser,  Lurçat  and  Le  Corbusier  and  emigrated  to  the  
US  in 1929, the German architect Oskar Stonorov (1905- 1970) developed through his work on both sides of the 
Atlantic a special concern with the concept of collaboration and a deep confidence in the cooperation  between architects 
and planners. His professional life was constantly marked, on the one hand, by partnerships and teamwork  (among 
his partners are Willy Boesinger, Alfred Kastner, Louis Kahn, George Howe and Frank Haws), and by institutional 
commitments on the other (National Labor Movement, Federal Housing Authorities, PWA …)
The paper addresses the early period of Stonorov’s career, focusing on his first collaborations with Boesinger, Kastner 
and Kahn between the late 1920s and the 1940s. Stonorov’s personal view of design and city planning and his special 
concern with public housing had a fundamental impact on the work generated by the partnerships through the two 
decades (competition bids, publications, exhibitions, housing developments and urban plans). The paper intends to 
provide a better understanding of the effects of Stonorov’s fascination for the collective efforts, as well as of his social 
and civic engagement - his commitment with the labor movement, his relations with European architects and planners 
and his unexplored theoretical work -  on the shaping of the professional practices and on the work of his partners, in 
particular during the Depression and the WWII years. 
Through the reconsideration of the nature of the partnerships and of the effective role had by the German architect, the paper 
aims to offer a first assessment of Storonov, a largely ignored, but multifaceted  figure, who has remained on the margin of 
the discourse, and whose contribution has only sporadically been addressed, primarily by Zevi in the early 1970s.  

The Role of Guilds, Overseers, and Artisans in the Building of a Brazilian Colonial “Arcadia”
June Diana Komisar — Ryerson University, Canada
On some level, we know that built form is generated by teams of designers engineers, and clients. Yet the myth of 
the star architect persists.  This percolates through interpretations of history. Important contributors to the design of 
buildings and other built form are marginalized and unrecognized, while a few are acknowledged as geniuses. 
I maintain that the archistar acts as a convenient shorthand to make architecture and cultural icons more legible. That 
said, when the various actors and influences (a guild or artisans’ workshop, a team of overseers, a visionary client) are 
teased out, a richer understanding of both the creative process, and the various influences on a design can emerge.  
The modern conceit that there is one genius behind architectural design work extends to our interpretation of the 
creative output from centuries past. Colonial Minas Gerais, Brazil in the eighteenth century is a case in point. Because 
of the building frenzy in the region at that time, there is ample evidence to suggest that artists, artisans and engineers 
were collaborating, pushing ideas further than they would have on their own.  Through collaboration, this rather isolated 
environment became a petri dish of creativity. Notwithstanding, a whole industry has developed around the genius of 
one man, Antonio Francisco Lisboa, the celebrated colonial architect recognized as the main proponent of a notable 
Brazilian Baroque style.  His now mythic proportions were promoted initially by a short biography from 1858 that wove 
fact and fiction together to create this larger-than-life figure.  Now, both sculpture and architecture attributed to him 
have greater value through association.  Yet we must ask, who were his collaborators and apprentices? What did they 
contribute to the works of this distinctive Brazilian colonial style? What are the many factors that contribute to creative 
expression?  The present gaze on this iconic figure will be examined as such questions are addressed.

The Birth of American Corporate Architecture in the Mid-Twentieth Century
Hyun-Tae Jung — Lehigh University, U.S.
Mid-twentieth century America observed the rise of a modern partnership in architecture. The firm of Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill (SOM) is a key example of this new trend. From the birth of the firm in 1936, the founding partners 
Louis Skidmore and Nathaniel Owings aspired to build a firm which could be rationally organized and long lasting. 
Marshall G. Sampsell, a lawyer at a renowned Chicago law firm, helped concretize their vision. Sampsell drafted the first 
partnership agreements, and for the following decades he rewrote them. The lawyer, together with the two founders, 
laid the foundation for the firm to continuously evolve and grow. 
During its first two decades of existence, SOM underwent several critical management changes. Skidmore and Owings 
first expanded their partnership in 1939 with the addition of John O. Merrill. In 1945, the founders proceeded to invite 
talented young employees to become limited partners and subsequently made all of them full partners in 1949. These 
changes would characterize the transition of management from a traditional ownership to a modern partnership. By 
the time Skidmore retired in 1956, the firm had become a model for large-scale architecture-engineering practice. In 
order to perpetuate a partnership-based organizational structure, SOM introduced various corporate measures foreign 
to other architectural practices of the time such as medical and pension benefits, profit sharing and newsletters. 
SOM’s partnership was molded by the historical events of the day such as the Great Depression, the Second World War 
and the rise of post-war American corporatism. While advancing in technical, formal and spatial expertise through various 
architecture and engineering projects from 1936 to 1956, SOM developed a modern partnership as well as a highly efficient 
organization. In this circumstance, the traditional role of an architect-artist shifted to include an architect-organizer. 
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‘More than the Usual Amount of Study’: A Collaborative Approach between Architects and a 
Structural Engineer at the Building of the Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, London
Pinai Sirikiatikul — The Bartlett, University College London, U.K.
Since 1890s Britain, reinforced-concrete had become available though patented systems controlled by a small number 
of specialist firms, whose choice of a particular system was not a sure route to the best design. An alternative procedure 
became possible when the licensing system for reinforced-concrete began to break down around 1920s, as the original 
patents expired, opening the opportunity for an independent engineer to design a structure without commitment to any 
particular system. The paper looks at one of the earliest collaborations between architects and an independent engineer 
in Britain in the design of the structure of the Royal Horticultural Hall (1928). Situating in the context of the long 
running story of the relationship between architects and engineers, the paper aims to show, firstly, how the architects 
Murray Easton and Howard Robertson responded to the role of the consultant engineer Oscar Faber, whose emerging 
career presented the architects with considerable advantages, but also with a major risk of losing responsibility over the 
structural work; secondly, the paper gives voice to a remarkable, but also intriguing, structure of the RHH, regarding 
it as an effective and necessary result of the collaboration. The finding is that the collaborative approach between the 
architects and the engineer emerged out of the architects’ desire to maximise the benefit to be gained from the engineer’s 
participation in the process, while at the same time wanting to maintain their responsibility over the structural work. 
Drawing primarily upon RHH Minutes Report and upon first-hand analysis of the architecture, the paper suggests that 
the particular expression of the RHH’s structure, and its success, resulted essentially from the architects’ insurance 
policy to make the structure recognisable at best as a work of collaboration between the two experts, not in anyway as 
the work for which only the engineer was responsible.
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